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This paper examines whether or not
stock return responds asymmetrically to
monetary policy shocks using Taiwan’s data.
The importance of this issue is that if mone-
tary policy shocks do effect asset market re-
turn, then according to the theory of asset
pricing, monetary policy changes contribute
one source to asset systematic risk, and there-
by changing investors’ expectations about
asset returns and prices. This effort has one
possible channel through which monetary
policy shocks affect nominal asset return. An
autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity
(ARCH) model is utilized to construct the
conditional variation of monetary policy
changes used to normalize unexpected
movements in monetary policy. It is found
that stock return responds more to positive
monetary policy shocks than to negative
shocks. Furthermore, it is indicates that posi-
tive normalized shocks have a powerful effect
on stock return while negative normalized
shocks do not.
Keywords: asymmetry effect, unanticipated
positive monetary policy shocks, unanticipat-
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tX 為解釋貨幣政策變數變化之總體變數向
量， 1-W t 為 t-1其所有可獲得資訊的集合
(information set)， th 為符合 ARCH模型之






式中 tA1DM 為真實觀察到之 M1A 的變
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